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Abstract
The Bohl–Bohr–Amerio–Kadets theorem states that the indefinite integral y = Pφ of an almost
periodic (ap) φ :R→X is again ap if y is bounded and the Banach space X does not contain a sub-
space isomorphic to c0. This is here generalized in several directions: Instead of R it holds also for φ
defined only on a half-line J, instead of ap functions abstract classesAwith suitable properties are ad-
missible, φ ∈A can be weakened to φ in some “mean” classMq+1A, then Pφ ∈MqA; hereMA
contains all f ∈L1loc with (1/h)
∫ h
0 f (· + s) ds inA for all h > 0 (usually A⊂MA⊂M2A⊂ · · ·
strictly); furthermore, instead of boundedness of y mean boundedness, y in some MkL∞, or in
MkE , E = ergodic functions, suffices. The Loomis–Doss result on the almost periodicity of a
bounded Ψ for which all differences Ψ (t + h)−Ψ (t) are ap for h > 0 is extended analogously, also
to higher order differences. Studying “difference spaces” ∆A in this connection, we obtain decom-
positions of the form: Any bounded measurable function is the sum of a bounded ergodic function
and the indefinite integral of a bounded ergodic function. The Bohr–Neugebauer result on the almost
periodicity of bounded solutions y of linear differential equations P(D)y = φ of degree m with ap φ
is extended similarly for φ ∈Mq+mA; then y ∈MqA provided, for example, y is in some MkU
with U = L∞ or is totally ergodic and, for the half-line, Reλ  0 for all eigenvalues P(λ) = 0.
Analogous results hold for systems of linear differential equations. Special case: φ bounded and Pφ
ergodic implies Pφ bounded. If all Reλ > 0, there exists a unique solution y growing not too fast;
this y is inMqA if φ ∈Mq+mA, for quite general A.
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0. Introduction
The classical Bohl–Bohr theorem (Bohl [14], Bohr [16, p. 123], see also [13, Theo-
rem 4] and [25, p. 78]) states that the indefinite integral Pφ of a Bohr almost periodic
(ap) φ :R→ C is again ap if Pφ is bounded. This has been extended by Amerio ([1], [2,
p. 53]) and in its final form by Kadets [31] to X-valued ap functions on R, X a Banach
space; it holds there if and only if X does not contain a subspace isomorphic to c0. For
arbitrary X Levitan [32] showed that if “Pφ is bounded and ergodic” then also Pφ is ap
(see also [4]). Abstract versions for general groups G instead of R have been given by
Loomis [34, p. 365], Doss [21], Günzler [28,29], and Basit [3,5] where also other classes
of generalized almost periodicity are considered; here “φ ap and Pφ bounded” is replaced
by “F :G→X bounded and all differences ∆hF are ap.” See also [33, pp. 81–82].
Bohr and Neugebauer [17] showed that bounded solutions of a linear differential equa-
tion P(D)y = φ on R are ap if φ is, P(λ) a complex polynomial. This has been extended
by Bochner [12] and Doss [23] to systems of differential-difference equations. Analogues
for other classes of functions have been studied in Caracosta and Doss [19,22] and Ruess
and Summers [36]. Generalizations to abstract classes A of (generalized ap) X-valued
functions and such solutions of differential-difference equations are treated in [6,7,10].
Here we extend all these results in several directions:
– Instead of R such results hold also for φ defined only on a half-line J, where the usual
proofs break down.
– Instead of ap functions abstract classes A with suitable properties are admissible.
– The Bohl–Bohr–Amerio–Kadets theorem extends to iterated indefinite integrals Pmφ
with φ in a mean class MmA, where MA contains all ψ in L1loc(J,X) with
(1/h)
∫ h
0 ψ(· + s) ds in A for all h > 0 (usually A ⊂MA ⊂M2A ⊂ · · · strictly,
for example, AP⊂ Stepanoff SpAP⊂MAP⊂M2AP⊂ · · ·).
– The boundedness of Pmφ respectively y can be weakened to mean boundedness and
Pmφ respectively y in someMkL∞.
– We also weakened the Levitan condition “y bounded and in E := ergodic functions”
to y ∈MkE .
– The Loomis–Doss–Basit [3,21,34] result on the almost periodicity of a bounded F
for which all differences ∆hF(·) = F(· + h)− F(·) are ap for all h > 0 is extended
analogously, also to higher-order differences and abstract A (Corollary 3.11).
– All results hold also for φ ∈Mq+mA, with y ∈MqA, q ∈ N0 (Theorems 4.1,
5.18(c)).
– Concerning extensions to the half-line for solutions y of linear differential equations
P(D)y = f , the Bohr–Neugebauer result becomes false, as already y ′ + y = 0 shows;
an obvious necessary condition is then spectrum σ(P ) := {zeros of P } ⊂ {Reλ 0}.
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with complex matrix S, and with f only in Mq+mA, m := degree of the differential
equation (Theorem 5.1 and Corollaries 5.3–5.6): in Proposition 5.8 the relations between
the spectra of y , f , and S respectively P are given. If even σ(P ) ⊂ {Reλ > 0}, then
instead “y bounded” only “y does not grow too fast” is needed, then y ∈MqA if only
f ∈Mq+mA and such a y always exists and is unique (Theorem 5.20).
Since needed, in Section 2 we discuss Fourier analysis for general (totally) ergodic
functions.
In Section 3 difference classes∆A := {φ ∈ L1loc(J,X): all differences ∆hφ ∈A, h > 0}
are introduced. Besides a representation theorems (Corollary 3.4) and the generalization of
the Doss result mentioned above our results give decomposition theorems of the form: Any
bounded measurable function is the sum of a bounded ergodic function and the indefinite
integral of a bounded ergodic function (3.4)–(3.8). There also for general A equivalence
of the abstract Loomis–Doss condition (LU): if F ∈ U and all differences ∆hF ∈A, then
F ∈ A, with the Bohr–Amerio condition (PU ): if f ∈ A and Pf ∈ U , then Pf ∈ A, is
shown (Proposition 3.12).
In Section 4 the Levitan condition (LE ) and the Bohr–Amerio–Kadets condition (LU),
U bounded functions, are shown to hold for various classes A, also in their generalized
form (LMnU ). Properties of the integral transform φ → Vλφ(·) :=
∫∞
0 φ(· + s)e−λs ds
needed later are studied.
Analogues of our results for distribution solutions are also possible, see, e.g., [11, Corol-
lary 3.26].
1. Notation, definitions, and earlier results
In the following J will always be an interval of the form R, (α,∞), [α,∞) for some
α ∈ R; R+ = (0,∞), N = {1,2, . . .}, and N0 = {0} ∪ N. Denote by X a real or com-
plex Banach space, with scalar field K = K(X), K = R or C. If f is a function defined
on J→ X, then fs , ∆sf will stand for the functions defined on J by fs(t) = f (t + s),
∆sf (t) = fs(t) − f (t) for all s ∈ R with s + J ⊂ J and |f | will denote the function
|f |(t) := ‖f (t)‖ for all t ∈ J. If f ∈ L1loc(J,X), then Pf will denote the indefinite in-
tegral defined by Pf (t) = ∫ t
α0
f (s) ds (where α0 = α + 1 respectively 0 if J = R, all
integrals are Lebesgue–Bochner integrals, similarly for “measurable”). The spaces of all
continuous, bounded continuous, uniformly continuous, bounded uniformly continuous,
uniformly continuous with relatively weakly compact range, uniformly continuous vanish-
ing at infinity, and continuous with compact support functions will respectively be denoted
by C(J,X), Cb(J,X), Cu(J,X), Cub(J,X), Cuwc(J,X), C0(J,X), and Cc(J, x).
L∞(J,X) consists of all almost everywhere (a.e.) bounded Lebesgue–Bochner mea-
surable functions with ‖f ‖∞ := µL = supx∈J ‖f (x)‖, µL = Lebesgue measure; a.e. is
with respect to µL; analogously for Lploc(J,X); S
p
b (J,X) = {f ∈ Lploc(J,X): ‖f ‖Sp =
supt∈J(
∫ t+1
t
‖f (s)‖p ds)1/p <∞}, 1 p <∞, the Stepanoff bounded functions.
The Sobelev space W 1,kloc (J,X) contains f ∈ L1loc(J,X) with distribution derivatives up
to order k in L1 (J,X), k ∈N0 (see [11, (2.5)], also if J= [α,∞)).loc
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Pτ (J,X) contains all continuous functions with fixed positive period τ .
QPΩ(J,X) contains the quasiperiodic functions with frequencies from Ω = {ω1, . . . ,
ωn} defined by the uniform closure inCb(J,X) of trigonometric polynomials∑nj=1 aj eiωj t
with n ∈N, aj ∈X, ωj ∈∑ω∈Ω ωZ. See [14], [15, pp. 270–272], [35, pp. 145–147].
AP, SpAP, AAP, EAP, EAPrc, UAA, LAPub, and E will respectively stand for the spaces
of Bohr–Bochner almost periodic (ap), Stepanoff Sp-ap, asymptotically ap, Eberlein ap,
Eberlein ap with relatively compact range, the space of uniformly continuous almost au-
tomorphic functions having relatively compact range, the space of uniformly continuous
bounded almost periodic functions in the sense of Levitan (for precise definitions see [11,
Section 1] and references therein, [6], [10, especially p. 119] for UAA, LAP; contrary to
[6,10] the f ∈ E need not be bounded or uniformly continuous) and the space of uniformly
ergodic functions. E0, Eb , Eub contain all f ∈ E with respectively ergodic mean m(f )= 0,
f ∈L∞, f ∈ Cub .
To save space define for J =R and for A as above
A(J,X)=A(R,X)|J. (1.1)
For most of the above A one can give definitions for J = R such that (1.1) becomes a
theorem; we will not go into this (for AP see [26, p. 96, footnote 11 Satz], see also [11,
Example 3.24]).
For general A(J,X) (see [6, Definition 2.4.5]),
T A(J,X)= {f ∈A(J,X): γω · f ∈A(J,X) for all ω ∈R}, (1.2)
where γω(t)= eiωt ; special cases: T E , T Eub .
A satisfies (Γ ) meansA= T A.
If φ ∈L1loc(J,X), h ∈R+, A⊂ L1loc(J,X), we define (see [11, (1.4), (1.5)])
Mhφ(t) := 1
h
h∫
0
φ(t + s) ds, t ∈ J. (1.3)
MA := {φ ∈ L1loc(J,X): Mhφ ∈A for all h > 0}. (1.4)
M0A=A,Mn+1A=M(MnA), n ∈N0. For these mean classes usuallyA⊂MA⊂
M2A⊂ · · · with strict ⊂ [11, Section 3].
One can define MnA also for negative n, which would allow generalizations of some
of the later results, we will return to this somewhere else.
An A⊂ L1loc(J,X) is called
– uniformly closed if (φn)⊂A and φn → φ uniformly on J implies φ ∈A;
– positive-invariant if translate Fa ∈A, for all F ∈A and a ∈ (0,∞).
In [11, Definition 1.4] the following condition has been useful:
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then (φ −Mhφ) ∈A for all h > 0; A satisfies (∆1) if the conclusion holds only for
h= 1.
Generalizing the Bohl–Bohr–Amerio–Kadets situation, we define, for A,U ⊂
L1loc(J,X) (for (PU ), (P ′U) see Proposition 3.12 below):
(LU ) φ ∈U , ∆hφ ∈A for all h > 0 implies φ ∈A.
For U = L∞(J,X), Cu(J,X), Cub(J,X), Cuwc(J,X) we write (Lb), (Lu), (Lub),
(Luwc).
The following result is stated in [11, end of Example 3.19] without a proof and needed
here:
Proposition 1.1. L∞(J,X) satisfies (∆).
Proof. Let φ ∈ L1loc(J,X) and ∆hφ ∈ L∞(J,X). The measurability of φ gives the (t, h)-
measurability of∆hφ and then |∆hφ| on J×[0,∞). Then g(h) := ess sup{|∆hφ(t)|: t ∈ J}
is measurable by [29, Aufgabe 92, Section 5, p. 140]. So there is n ∈ N such that Kn :=
{h ∈ (0,1]: g(h) n} has positive measure. Then the difference Kn−Kn has 0 as interior
point (see [29, Aufgabe 116, Section 6, p. 189]). Using ∆hφ ∈ L∞, this implies that g
is bounded on each (0, T ]. With Fubini’s theorem one gets a nullset N ⊂ J such that if
t /∈N , then ‖∆hφ(t)‖  kT a.e. for 0 < h < T , kT not depending on t . Integration with
respect to h from 0 to T is therefore possible and gives (∆). ✷
For the benefit of the reader we collect now some results from [11] needed later us-
ing in the cited equations, lemmas, propositions, and corollaries the numbers of [11] in
brackets [·]:
For ε,h, k, s ∈R+, φ ∈ L1loc(J,X), A and U ⊂ L1loc(J,X), any J, X, one has
[Proposition 1.6(i)]. If ∆hφ ∈ Cub(J,X) for all 0 < h some positive ε0, then φ is uni-
formly continuous (see also [8, Corollary 5.5]).
[Lemma 2.2(b)]. If A is real linear and positive-invariant, n ∈ N, f ∈ A ∩W 1,nloc (J,X),
then f (n) ∈MnA.
[Lemma 2.3]. If A satisfies (∆1) and n ∈N, then MnA satisfies (∆1); similarly for (∆).
(Mhφ)s =Mh(φs), ∆sMhφ =Mh∆sφ, MhMkφ =MkMhφ. [(2.6)]
[Corollary 3.3]. If A⊂ Cu(J,X) is convex, positive-invariant and uniformly closed then
A⊂MA.
[Examples 3.4–3.9]. (i) All the Examples 4.3 of this paper (not [11]) satisfy A⊂MA⊂
M2A⊂ · · · , in most cases strictly.
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MA and A satisfies (Lub), then A satisfies (∆).
[Examples 3.14–3.19]. All the Examples 4.3 of this paper satisfy (∆).
MhPφ − PMhφ = (MhPφ)(α0). [(3.10)]
Eub ⊂MEub ⊂ E ⊂M2Eub ⊂ME ⊂ · · · strictly; similarly for T E . [(3.14)]
E(J,X)⊂MCb(J,X). [(3.15)]
[Proposition 3.21(i)]. If A satisfies (∆1) and R+ · A ⊂ A, then MA ⊂ A +A′, where
A′ := {g: g := f ′a.e. with f ∈A ∩W 1,1loc (J,X)}.
[Proposition 3.25]. If A satisfies (LU), then MA satisfies (LMU).
[Proposition 3.27]. IfA is uniformly closed and n, k ∈N0, then (Mn+kA)∩MkCu(J,X)
⊂MkA.
[Proposition 4.1(ii)]. If A is linear, positive-invariant, satisfies (Γ ) and (∆1), then MnA
satisfies (Γ ), n ∈N.
[Proposition 4.9]. T E(J,X) satisfies (LE ) and (∆).
2. Ergodic mean on mean classes
Let J = (α,∞) or [α,∞) or R, X Banach space over K = R or C, E = uniformly
ergodic E(J,X), R+n := {h= (h1, h2, . . . , hn): hj ∈ (0,∞), j = 1, . . . , n}. In this section
we extend some results of [11] to the case J= half-line.
Lemma 2.1. If n ∈N, f ∈MnE(J,X), h, k ∈R+n, then m(Mhf )=m(Mkf ), with m :=
uniform ergodic mean of E(J,X).
Proof. To h, ε there exists T1 such that ‖MTMhf − ch‖∞  ε, T  T1, ch :=m(Mhf );
similarly with Mk , T  T2. This implies ‖MkMTMhf − ch‖∞  ε; since MaMb com-
mutes, ‖ch − ck‖ 2ε. Hence ch = ck . ✷
Definition 2.2. mn :MnE(J,X)→X is defined by
mn(f )=m(Mhf ) for any h ∈R+n, f ∈MnE, (2.1)
m0 :=m, m := uniform ergodic mean of E(J,X).
Lemma 2.3. mn :MnE(J,X)→ X is well-defined, linear, positive-invariant, Mn-conti-
nuous.
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of 0 generated by the
Uh,ε :=
{
f ∈MnA: ‖Mhf ‖∞  ε
}
, h ∈R+n, ε > 0. (2.2)
For linear A, this is a locally convex topology onMnA (e.g.,A= E).
Lemma 2.4. mn|MjE(J,X) = mj for 0  j  n, so m0 = m ⊂ m1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ mn ⊂ · · · ,
“extensions.”
Proof. As for Lemma 2.1;MjE(J,X)⊂MnE(J,X) by [11, (3.14)]. ✷
Especially: If f ∈MrE(J,X)∩MnE(J,X), then mr(f )=mn(f ). So in the following
we can write m instead of mn. Also, if f ∈MrE(R,X), g = f |J, then g ∈MrE(J,X)
and mn,J(g)=mn,R(f ) by Definition [6, Definition 2.4.1].
Definition 2.5. For f ∈MnT E(J,X) and ω ∈ R, cω(f ) := mn(γ−ωf ), σB(f ) := {ω ∈
R: cω(f ) = 0} (Bohr spectrum).
cω(f ), σB(f ) are independent of n ∈N0 for f ∈MnT E by Lemma 2.4.
Remark. If g ∈MnT E(R,X), f = g|J, then f ∈MnT E(J,X) and cω(g) = cω(f ) and
σB(g)= σB(f ). This follows from m|E(R,X)(g)=m|E(J,X)(g|J) by the above.
Lemma 2.6. If f ∈MnT E(J,X) ∩W 1,1loc (J,X), then f ′ ∈Mn+1T E , mn+1(f ′)= 0 and
cω(f
′)= iωcω(f ), ω ∈R.
Proof. Mh(f ′) = (∆hf )/h ∈ MnT E , linear and positive-invariant, implying f ′ ∈
Mn+1T E .
For h > 0, mn+1(f ′) = mn(Mh(f ′)) = mn(∆hf )/h = 0 by Lemma 2.3. This ap-
plied to F := γ−ωf ∈W 1,1loc gives cω(f ′), since F ∈MnT E by [11, Propositions 4.1(ii)
and 4.9]. ✷
Lemma 2.7. For n ∈N0, h > 0, f ∈MnT E(J,X), ω ∈R and 0< h ∈R one has
cω(Mhf )= cω(f )
[
eiωh − 1
iωh
]
with
eiωh − 1
iωh
= 1 if ω = 0. (2.3)
Proof. By induction. n= 0:
m(γ−ωMhf )= lim
T→∞
1
hT
h∫
0
T∫
0
e−iω(s+t )f (s + t) dteiωs ds =Mh
(
γωcω(f )
)
.
n⇒ n+ 1. If f ∈M(MnT E), f = g + k′ with g, k ∈MnT E , k ∈W 1,1loc by [11, Pro-
positions 3.21(i) and 4.9], since with A also all MnA satisfies (∆1). Since cω , Mh are
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cω(k)(e
iωh − 1)/h= cω(k′)(eiωh − 1)/(iωh) by Lemma 2.6 if ω = 0; else 0 = 0. ✷
Proposition 2.8. If A ⊂MnT E , then if all f ∈ A have countable spectrum, the same
holds for f ∈MkA, k ∈N0.
Proof. Induction and (2.3). ✷
Examples 2.9. AP, AAP, EAP, Pτ (J,X), and QPΩ(J,X).
Remark 2.10. Results of [11, Section 4] are not applicable; there only J=R.
Now we apply the results of this section to show the following
Corollary 2.11. E0(J,X) has (∆), E0 ⊂ME0.
Proof. Let φ ∈ L1loc and ∆hφ ∈ E0 for all h > 0. By [11, Example 3.19] (φ −Mkφ) ∈ E
for all k > 0. By Lemma 2.4, m(Mh(∆kφ)) = 0 for all h ∈ (R+)m, m ∈ N0 and by [11,
(3.14)],∆kMhφ =Mh(∆kφ) ∈ Eub∩E0 for all h ∈ (R+)2. It follows that Mh(φ−Mkφ)=
Mhφ −MkMhφ =−(1/k) lim∑j ∆tjMhφ∆tj = limgn with gn ∈ E0 and the limit exist-
ing uniformly on J, since Mhφ ∈Cu(J,X) by [11, Proposition 1.6(b)]. E0 being complete
in the sup-norm, this implies Mh(φ − Mkφ) ∈ Eub ∩ E0 for all h ∈ (R+)2. Again by
Lemma 2.4, (φ −Mkφ) ∈ E0. ✷
3. Difference classes
In this section we introduce difference spaces which may be regarded as inverse to mean
classes. We formalize what was used implicitly several times in previous papers.
Definition 3.1. For A⊂ L1loc(J,X), the associated difference space is given by
∆A= {f ∈L1loc(J,X): ∆hf ∈A for all h > 0},
∆n+1A=∆(∆nA), ∆1A=∆A, ∆0A=A. (3.1)
For A= AP(R,R) such spaces have been introduced by Caracosta and Doss [19, The-
orem 1], see also [28, Theorem 6, p. 281], [27, Lemmas 13 and 14], [8, Corollary 5.5], and
[18] for ∆A without f ∈ L1loc.
One can similarly introduce ∆˜A= {T ∈D′(J,X): ∆hT ∈A for all h > 0} with analo-
gous results as below, we leave that to the reader.
Lemma 3.2. IfA is positive-invariant and an additive group, thenA⊂∆A⊂∆2A⊂ · · · .
By Proposition 3.7 and Examples 3.6 below, all the inclusions here are usually strict.
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Here PA= {Pf : f ∈A}, X denotes the constant functions J→X.
Proof. For f ∈ L1loc(J,X) and h > 0 one has Mhf = (1/h)P (∆hf )+ (Mhf )(α0). ✷
Corollary 3.4. If A is real-linear, positive-invariant, satisfies (∆1) and A ⊂MA, the
same holds for ∆nA, n ∈N with
∆nA=∆n−1A+P(∆n−1A)+X =
n∑
j=0
PjA+X[n−1] =
n−1∑
j=0
Pj∆A. (3.2)
Here X[m] := {(∑mj=0 aj tj )|J: aj ∈X}, t0 ≡ 1, Pm := P(Pm−1), P 1 := P , P 0U =U .
If X ⊂A the +X respectively +X[n−1] can be omitted in (3.2).
Proof. n= 1 follows from Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.2 and Ms∆h =∆hMs .
The general case follows by induction, for example ∆nA ⊂M∆nA with Proposi-
tion 3.5, ∆hPjf = hMhP j−1f . ✷
Remark. Corollary 3.4 and [11, Example 3.14] for Cu, with w(t)= 1 + |t| give immedi-
ately ∥∥(∆hf )/w∥∥∞ → 0 as h→ 0, if f ∈∆Cu(J,X)
(using only ‖g/w‖∞ <∞ for g ∈Cu(J,X)).
[11, Corollary 3.22] and (3.2) show that the operator∆ is in a certain sense an “inverse”
of the operatorM: whereas in MnA derivatives up to order n, in ∆nA instead indefinite
integrals appear. Nevertheless, M−nA would not be a good notation because (3.2), [11,
(3.8)] and the definitions give
Proposition 3.5. For any A ⊂ L1loc(J,X), ∆MA = M∆A; PMA + X ⊂ ∆A ⊂M(PA + X) = ∆(A + {f = 0 a.e. on J}) if R+ · A ⊂ A. If A is as in Corollary 3.4,
one has
∆MA=M∆A=A′ +A+ PA+X =MA+ (X⊕ PA). (3.3)
Examples 3.6. All of the above is applicable to A= AP, AAP, UAA, LAPub , EAP, SpAP,
T Eub , Eb, E0, Eub , C0, Cub , Cb , Cu, L∞, E , for any J, X.
Since all these spaces except C0, E0 contain the constants, in (3.2), (3.3) the +X and
+X[n−1] can be omitted. By the following, the ∆nA are all different here.
Proposition 3.7. If A is as in Corollary 3.4, contains the constants, and A ⊂ L∞(J,X),
then in Lemma 3.2 all inclusions are strict.
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For the local spaces considered here, one has ∆nA=A by (3.2):
Proposition 3.8. If A is as in Corollary 3.4 with X ⊂A, PA⊂A, then ∆nA=A, n ∈N.
Examples 3.9. A= Cm(J,X), Wp,mloc (J,X), ACloc(J,X), Liploc(J,X), m ∈ N0, any J, X
(see [27, Lemmas 13, 14]).
Proof. Use [11, Examples 3.4–3.9, 3.14–3.19, Lemma 3.13, (3.4)]. ✷
(LU ) properties are also for ∆A hereditary (the proofs follow from the definitions):
Proposition 3.10. If U,A ⊂ L1loc(J,X), A satisfies (LU) and n ∈ N, then ∆nA satisfies
(L∆nU ).
Corollary 3.11. For U,A, n as in Proposition 3.10 with (LU) for A and U ⊂ ∆U , one
has U ∩∆nA⊂A. See after Examples 4.10.
With Propositions 4.7 and 4.9 this extends the Loomis–Doss result [3,21,34].
Proposition 3.12. If A is as in Corollary 3.4 with X ⊂ A ⊂ U ⊂ L1loc(J,X) and U is a
group under addition, the following three properties of A are equivalent:
(LU ) ∆A ∩U ⊂A.
(P ′U ) If f ∈MA and Pf ∈U , then Pf ∈A.
(PU ) If f ∈A and Pf ∈ U , then Pf ∈A.
Proof. (3.2) and ∆hPf = hMhf , in A if f ∈A. ✷
This generalizes, e.g., Corollary 6.a of [28, p. 282].
Lemma 3.13. S1b (J,X) ⊂ ML∞(J,X) ⊂ ∆E0(J,X) ⊂ ∆E(J,X). (S1b := {f ∈ L1loc:‖M1(|f |)‖∞ <∞}.)
Proof.
∥∥MT (∆hf )(t)∥∥= ∥∥∆hMT (f )(t)∥∥= 1
T
∥∥∥∥∥
h∫
0
[
f (t + T + s)− f (t + s)]ds∥∥∥∥∥
 2h
T
‖Mhf ‖∞
for t ∈ J, h > 0, T > 0; for E0 see [11, end of Examples 3.19]. ✷
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Examples 3.14, 3.19, and Remark 3.18], Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 2.11; furthermore,
Cu =∆Cub by [11, Proposition 1,6(i)]. So Lemma 3.13 and Proposition 3.3 give for any
J, X, 1 p <∞, since one can prove (PSpb ) ∩ Spb = (PSpb )∩Cb:
Cub = Eub + P(Eub)∩Cub. (3.4)
Cb = E ∩Cb + P(E ∩Cb)∩Cub. (3.5)
L∞ = Eb +
(
P(Eb)
)∩Cub =E0,b +X+ (PE0,b)∩Cub. (3.6)
S
p
b = E0 ∩ Spb +X+ P
(E0 ∩ Spb )∩Cb. (3.7)
Cu =∆Cub = Cub + PCub = Eub + P
(Eub + P(Eub)∩Cub). (3.8)
In the second intersection of (3.6) the “ ∩Cub” cannot be omitted.
Since even Cub(R,R) is not contained in ∆T E(R,R), (3.4)–(3.8) become false for T E
instead of E there.
4. Integrability conditions for generalized almost periodic and ergodic solutions
In this section we study conditions needed later for showing almost periodic or ergodic
properties of solutions of linear differential systems.
Theorem 4.1. Assume A⊂ L1loc(J,X) is uniformly closed with (∆). Assume φ ∈ E0(J,X)
and ∆hφ ∈A for all h > 0. Then φ ∈A, that is A satisfies (LE0).
Proof. Since φ ∈ E0, one gets (φ −MT φ)(t)→ φ as T →∞ uniformly on J. By (∆),
(φ −MT φ) ∈A. Since A is closed with respect to uniform convergence, φ ∈A. ✷
Corollary 4.2. If A as in Theorem 4.1 contains also the constants, then A satisfies (LE ).
This generalizes a result of Levitan [4,32].
Examples 4.3. For any J,X Theorem 4.1 holds for the following A(J,X): constants X,
Pτ , QPΩ , AP, SpAP, AAP, EAPrc, EAP, UAA, LAPub, r(f,J,X) with f recurrent, T Eub ,
T E , Eub, E , E0, Eb , Lip, Curc, Cuwc , C0, Cub , Cu, Cb , L∞, Spb , 1 p <∞. Corollary 4.2
holds for all these A except E0, C0.
Proof. Follows from [11, Examples 3.14–319]. ✷
Lemma 4.4. If for φ ∈ L1loc(R,X) and any ε > 0, N ∈ (0,∞) and n ∈ N the set of ε,N -
translation numbers T(φ, ε,N) contains τ > n, then for any α, β ∈R,
sup
{∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
β
φ(s) ds
∥∥∥∥∥: t ∈R
}
 2 sup
{∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
α
φ(s) ds
∥∥∥∥∥: α < t <∞
}
. (4.1)
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Proof. For fixed t ∈ R and η > 0 choose τ ∈ T (φ,η/(1 + |t − β|), |t| + |β|) with τ >
α + |t| + |β|. Then∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
β
φ(s) ds
∥∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
β
φ(s + τ ) ds
∥∥∥∥∥+
∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
β
[
φ(s)− φ(s + τ )]ds∥∥∥∥∥

∥∥∥∥∥
τ+t∫
τ+β
φ(s) ds
∥∥∥∥∥+ η1+ |t − β| |t − β|
<
∥∥∥∥∥
τ+t∫
α
φ(s) ds −
τ+β∫
α
φ(s) ds
∥∥∥∥∥+ η
 2 sup
{∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
α
φ(s) ds
∥∥∥∥∥: α < t <∞
}
+ η.
η and t ∈R being arbitrary, (4.1) follows. ✷
Remark 4.5. For (4.1) it is enough if only T (Mhφ, ε,N) ∩ [n,∞) = ∅ for all ε, h > 0,
n,N ∈N.
Remark 4.6. For φ ∈A as in the following Proposition 4.7, the 2 in (4.1) can be replaced
by 1 by [6, Proposition 2.1.7].
Proposition 4.7. If c0 ⊂ X, then for any J and A = Pτ , QPΩ , AP, UAA, LAPub or
r(f,J,X) with f recurrent, the A(J,X) satisfy (Lb). For any X, such A(J,X) satisfy
(Luwc), Cub and Cu satisfy (Lb).
Proof. For those A, the A(R,X) satisfies (Lub) if c0 ⊂ X and therefore (Pub) and then
(Pb) by Proposition 3.12 (see references in [3] and [10, p. 120]. If now f ∈ A(J,X) has
Pf bounded on J, with A(J,X) := A(R,X)|J and Lemma 4.4, Pf = Pg|J and Pg is
bounded on R. By (Pb) for g, Pg ∈ A(R,X), so Pf ∈ A(J,X). This means that (Pb)
holds for A(J,X). By [11, Corollary 3.3, Proposition 3.11(ii)], one has A⊂MA and (∆)
for A(J,X), so with Proposition 3.12 one gets (Lb) for A(J,X).
The proof for (Luwc) is similar, since ∆hf ∈A⊂ Cub implies f ∈Cu by [11, Proposi-
tion 1.6(i)]; instead of Lemma 4.4 one can use that the difference set K −K of a weakly
compact set is relatively weakly compact, since by the Krein–Smulian theorem the closed
absolutely convex hull of such K is weakly compact [24, p. 434].
(Lb) for Cub and Cub follows from [11, Proposition 1.6(i)]. ✷
Remark 4.8. Even for X=R, AAP, EAP, T Eub , Eub , T E , and E do not satisfy (Lub), not
even (Pub), for any J.
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show that it is not in E([1,∞),R). ✷
Proposition 4.9. A has (LU) implies A has (LMnU ) for n ∈ N in each of the following
cases:
(i) A⊂ Cu(J,X),A⊂MA, A is uniformly closed, U ⊂MrL∞(J,X) for some r ∈N0,
(ii) A is closed under addition, ⊂MA, with (∆1), U is arbitrary, ⊂ L1loc(J,X).
Proof. (i) We show first the case A= Cu, U = L∞.
If φ ∈MnL∞ and ∆hφ ∈ Cu, then ∆hφ ∈ Cu ∩MnL∞ ⊂ Cu ∩ L∞ = Cub by [11,
Proposition 3.27]; then φ ∈ Cu by [11, Proposition 1.6(i)], then φ ∈ Cu ∩MnL∞ = Cub
as before.
For generalA, if φ ∈MnU ⊂Mr+nL∞ and ∆hφ ∈A⊂ Cu, by the above φ ∈Cub . By
[11, Proposition 3.25], MnA satisfies (LMnU ), so with A ⊂MA ⊂MnA, φ ∈MnA.
With φ ∈Cu, one gets φ ∈A as before.
(ii) It is enough to prove the case n= 1. φ ∈MU and ∆1φ ∈A⊂MA imply M1φ ∈ U
and ∆h(M1φ) = M1(∆hφ) ∈ A; (LU) gives M1φ ∈ A. With (∆1), φ − M1φ ∈ A, so
φ ∈A. ✷
Examples 4.10. Proposition 4.9 can be applied to each A of Examples 4.3.
Since everyA trivially satisfies (LA), one gets especially forA as in (ii): if all ∆hφ ∈A
and φ ∈MrA for some r ∈N, then φ ∈A, that is A satisfies (LMrA).
With Corollary 3.11 this gives, for m,n ∈N,MmA∩∆nA⊂A.
Corollary 4.11. The A of Proposition 4.7 satisfy (LMnL∞) and thus (LMnS1b ) for any
n ∈N0, provided c0 ⊂X.
Definition 4.12. If λ ∈C and A⊂ L1loc(J,X), then A has (Vλ) means if φ ∈MA, then
lim
T→∞
T∫
t
φ(s)eλ(t−s) ds exists in X,
=: (Vλφ)(t), for each t ∈ J and Vλφ ∈A.
For (V ∗λ ), the φ has to be in A instead ofMA.
In Definition 4.12 and the following X is a complex Banach space.
Lemma 4.13. IfA⊂ L1loc(J,X) is linear, uniformly closed, positive-invariant,⊂MA and
⊂ S1b , then A has (V ∗λ ) for every λ ∈C with Reλ > 0.
Proof. For t, T ∈ J, ∫ T φ(s)eλ(t−s) ds = ∫ T−t φ(t + s)e−λ s ds. This gives
t 0
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T→∞
T∫
0
φ(t + s)e−λs ds, (4.2)
in the sense that for fixed t ∈ J, (Vλφ)(t) exists if and only if the right-hand limit in (4.2)
exists, with equality then. Now for t ∈ J, T  0, 0 s  n, with r := Reλ > 0,∥∥∥∥∥
T+s∫
T
φ(t + s)e−λ s ds
∥∥∥∥∥
T+n∫
T
∥∥φ(t + s)∥∥e−r s ds = n∑
j=1
T+j∫
T+j−1
∥∥φ(t + s)∥∥e−r s ds
 ‖φ‖S1
n∑
j=1
e−r(T+j−1)  ‖φ‖S1e−rT
1
1− e−r .
So the right-hand limit in (4.2) exists even uniformly on J. We have to show F(·) :=∫ m
0 φ(· + s)e−λ s ds ∈A if φ ∈A, m fixed ∈N:∥∥∥∥∥F(t)−
mn∑
j=1
[ j/n∫
(j−1)/n
φ(t + s) ds
]
e−λ j/n
∥∥∥∥∥

mn∑
j=1
j/n∫
(j−1)/n
∥∥φ(t + s)∥∥ds e−r j/n sup
0s1/n
|1− eλ s|

m−1∑
k=0
‖φ‖S1e−rkε  ‖φ‖S1
ε
1− e−r if n nε, uniformly in t ∈ J.
Since
∫ j/n
(j−1)/n φ(t + s) ds = (1/n)M1/nφ(j−1)/n(t), ∈ A because of A ⊂MA, indeed,
F ∈A. ✷
To formulate our next result, we introduce for real r > 0:
EGr (J,X) :=
{
φ ∈L1loc(J,X):
to φ exists m ∈N with |φ(t)|mer |t | a.e. on |t|m, t ∈ J}, (4.3)
EG<r(J,X) :=
⋃
0<s<r
EGs (J,X). (4.4)
Remark. If φ ∈ EG<Reλ(J,X), (Vλφ)(t)=
∫∞
0 φ(t+s)e−λs ds exists as aL1((0,∞),X)-
integral for t ∈ J.
Lemma 4.14. If A is linear, with (∆1), (V ∗λ ) for some λ with Reλ > 0 and A ⊂
EG<Reλ(J,X), then A satisfies (Vλ).
Proof. By [11, Proposition 3.21(i)], all φ ∈MA have the form ψ + ξ ′, with ψ,ξ ∈A and
ξ ∈W 1,1(J,X). By (V ∗), Vλψ exists on J and is in A. Furthermore,loc λ
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0
ξ ′(t + s)e−λs ds = ξ(t + T )e−λT − ξ(t)+ λ
T∫
0
ξ(t + s)e−λs ds. (4.5)
If T →∞ the last integral on the right converges to (Vλ)ξ ∈ A by (V ∗λ ). With ξ ∈ EGs
for some s < r , the difference on the right converges to −ξ(t) for fixed t , yielding Vλ(ξ ′)
exists on J, ∈A. ✷
Proposition 4.15. Assume Reλ > 0, A ⊂ S1b (J,X) ∩ EG<Reλ(J,X), A linear, positive-
invariant, uniformly closed with (∆1), and ⊂MA. Then A has (Vλ).
Proof. By Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14. ✷
Examples 4.16. All the A in Examples 4.3 except SpAP, T E , E0, and E satisfy (Vλ) if
Reλ > 0.
For Cu, (V ∗λ ) follows directly from (4.2); φ ∈ Cu implies φ =O(|t|), so Lemma 4.14
applies.
SpAP satisfies only (V ∗λ ), to each p ∈ [1,∞) one can construct φ ∈MSpAP ∩
C∞(R,R) for which Vλ(φ)(0) does not exist. For E see Remark 4.20.
To get (Vλ) for T E and E , we need some lemmas:
Lemma 4.17. If φ ∈ L∞loc(J,X) and ∆h0φ ∈ EGr (J,X) for some h0, r > 0, then φ ∈
EGr (J,X).
Proof. Using φ(h0t) one can assume h0 = 1. Then ‖φ(t+1)‖ ‖φ(t)‖+mert for almost
all t m. With a :=m+µL-sup[m,m+1] |φ| one gets inductively∥∥φ(t + 1)∥∥ a(1+ ert1 + · · · + ertk ) a
er − 1e
rm+r(k+1)
 ae
r
er − 1e
r(t+1) a.e. if tk−1  t  tk :=m+ k.
This gives φ ∈ EGr (J,X) if J =R; for J=R consider φ(−t) on [0,∞). ✷
Lemma 4.18. For any J, X, and r > 0, EGr (J,X) and EG<r(J,X) are linear, positive-
invariant, uniformly closed with A=∆A⊂MA and (∆), (Γ ).
Proof. We show only ∆A⊂A. Assume φ :J→X is measurable and ∆hφ ∈ EG<r(J,X)
for h > 0. Define gm(t, h) := ‖∆hφ(t)‖e−(r−1/m)t for t ∈ J, h > 0, m ∈ N; then gm is
(t, h)-measurable. Define qm(h) := µL-supm<t gm(t, h), µL := Lebesgue measure. Then
qm : (0,∞)→ [0,∞] is for m ∈ J well-defined (value ∞ admissible) and measurable on
(0,∞) by [29, p. 140, Section 5, Aufgabe 92]. Therefore Ωm := {h ∈ (0,1]: qm(h)m}
is measurable ⊂ (0,1] for m1  m ∈ N if m1 ∈ J. By definition of EG<r one has⋃∞
m=1 µL(Ωm)= 1, thus there is m0 with µL(Ωm0) > 0, m0 ∈ J. Therefore, there is ε > 0
with (−ε, ε) ⊂ difference set Ωm0 −Ωm0 [29, p. 189, Section 6, Aufgabe 116]. So for
0 < s < ε, ‖φ(t + s)− φ(t)‖ 2m0e−(r−1/m0)t a.e. for t m0 + ε; this implies
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for each fixed h > 0, 0 < h< nε, n ∈N. (4.6)
Fubini’s theorem gives then a µL-nullset Vm ⊂ [m0 + ε,∞) such that for each fixed t 
m0 + ε with t /∈ Vm one has (4.6) a.e. in h ∈ (0, nε).
This implies φ ∈ L∞loc([m0 + ε,∞),X); Lemma 4.17 for J0 = [m0 + ε,∞) gives
here φ ∈ EG<r(J0,X). If in addition φ ∈ L1loc(J,X) as in the Definition 3.1 of ∆A,
φ ∈ EG<r(J,X) follows, also if J=R.
The proof ∆EGr ⊂ EGr is similar, with e−rt in the definition of gm. ✷
Proposition 4.19. For any J, X, and complex λ with r := Reλ > 0, E ∩A and T E ∩A
have (Vλ), A= EGs (J,X) or EG<r(J,X) with 0 s < r .
Proof. Case E ∩ A: E has (∆) by [11, Examples 3.19], EGs and EG<r have it by
Lemma 4.18, so also E ∩ A. With Lemma 4.14 it is enough to show (V ∗λ ) for E ∩ A.
We do this for A= EG<r ; the case A= EGs is similar. By remark after (4.4), (Vλφ)(t)=∫∞
0 φ(t+s)e−λs ds exists as a L1([0,∞),X)-integral for t ∈ J, this and φ belongs to some
EGs gives (Vλφ) ∈ C(J,X) with Lebesgue’s convergence theorem, also Vλφ ∈ EGs , s < r
(we omit the proof for J=R). If T > 0, the Fubini–Tonelli theorem gives
MT Vλφ(t)=
∞∫
0
(MT φ)(t + s)e−λs ds;
φ ∈ E implies MT φ→m(φ) uniformly on J, so
MT (Vλφ)→
∞∫
0
m(φ)e−λs ds =m(φ)/λ uniformly on J, (4.7)
that is Vλφ ∈ E .
Case T E ∩ A follows from the above and Lemma 4.22 below, since here (see (4.7))
T E ∩A= T E ∩ T A= T (E ∩A), T E satisfies (∆) by [11, Proposition 4.9],A= T A for
EGs or EG<r by Definitions (4.3), (4.4) and A satisfies (∆) by Lemma 4.18. ✷
Remark 4.20. Without the exponential growth condition EGs , Proposition 4.19 becomes
false.
If f (t) = sin(et2), q := f ′′ ∈ME0 ∩ C∞ ∩M2Cb , but for any complex λ with
Reλ > 0, Vλq(t) exists for no t ∈ R ((4.5) for h = f ′, Vλ(f ′) exists by Proposition 4.19
since f ∈ E0).
One can even show q ∈MT E0, so also T E does not satisfy (Vλ) for Reλ > 0.
Corollary 4.21. EG<r(J,X) and EGs(J,X) with 0  s < r = Reλ > 0 also satisfy (Vλ)
for Reλ > 0.
This follows from the first part of the proof of Proposition 4.19 with Lemma 4.14.
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λ ∈C such that A has (Vλ+iσ ) for all σ ∈R, then T A has (Vλ+iσ ) for σ ∈R.
Proof. By [11, Proposition 4.1(ii)], MTA= TMT A; thus MTA⊂ TMA. So if φ ∈
MTA and ω ∈R, γωφ ∈MA. By assumption Vλ+iσ (γωφ) exists ∈A for ω,σ ∈R. Now
for T ∈ J, t ∈ J,
T∫
t
eiωsφ(s)e(λ+i(σ+ω))(t−s) ds = eiωt
T−t∫
0
φ(t + s)e−(λ+iσ )s ds. (4.8)
Since the left limit as T →∞ exists on J and is in A, the same is true for the right.
Since φ ∈MA, the right integral converges by (4.2) to Vλ+iσ φ, so γωVλ+iσ φ ∈ A for
ω,σ ∈R. ✷
5. Generalized Bohr–Neugebauer–Levitan–Kadets results
In this section we obtain several generalizations of the classical theorems on the in-
definite integral of almost periodic functions, especially for the half-line. We study the
following system of differential equations
y ′ = Sy + φ, (5.1)
where S is a constant complex n× n matrix, n ∈N, y , φ :J→Xn are column vectors.
y is called a solution of (5.1) on J if yj ∈W 1,1loc (J,X) for 1  j  n and (5.1) holds
almost everywhere on J.
Spectrum σ(S) := {λ ∈C: λ eigenvalue of S}.
Theorem 5.1. Let y be a solution of (5.1) on J, σ(S)⊂ {Reλ 0},A linear, ⊂ L1loc(J,X)
with A ⊂MA, φ ∈ MA. Then y ∈ A, provided the following conditions hold for
λ ∈ σ(S):
(a) If Reλ > 0, then (Vλ) holds for A (Definition 4.12), A ⊂ EG<Reλ and y ∈
MmEG<Reλ for some m ∈N0;
(b) If λ = iω with real ω then (P ′U) holds for A (see Proposition 3.12) with U linear,
⊂ L1loc(J,X), y ∈U and γ−ωU ⊂U , γωA⊂A, γ−ωMA⊂MA, γωX ⊂U ∩A.
Here y ∈A means yj ∈A for 1 j  n, similarly for φ, U ,MA, and later y(k).
Proof. By induction on n (see Bohr and Neugebauer [17], [25, pp. 89–91]).
n= 1. Then S = {λ}; if Reλ > 0, by (Vλ),
T∫
t
φ(s)eλ(t−s) ds = eλt
[ T0∫
t
φ(s)e−λs ds +
T∫
φ(s)e−λs ds
]
,T0
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with suitable u ∈ X (see [20, pp. 289–290]). Corollary 4.21 gives z ∈ EG<Reλ =: V if
y ∈MmV, with Lemma 4.18 also y1(t) := eλ tu ∈MmV . So h1 · · ·hmM(h1···hm)y1 =∏m
1 [[e(λhj) − 1]/λ]y1 ∈ V for hj > 0; choosing hj with
∏m
j=1[[e(λhj) − 1]/λ] = 0, one
gets u= 0, that is y = z, ∈A by (Vλ).
If λ = iω, z = γωP(γ−ωφ) is a solution of (5.1) on J, so y = z + γωu, u ∈ X. The
assumptions on U andA give P(γ−ωφ) ∈ U with γ−ωφ ∈MA, by (P ′U) then y ∈A. This
holds also if J=R.
n⇒ n+ 1. Since A, U , MA are linear, one can assume that S is already in its normal
Jordan form S˜. The last equation of (5.1) is y ′n+1 = λyn+1 + φn+1, with λ ∈ σ(S)= σ(S˜),
one can apply the case n = 1, so yn+1 ∈ A. The remaining n equations form a system
z′ =Dz + g, with D = S˜ minus last row and last column, so σ(D) ⊂ σ(S), and zj = yj
for 1  j  n, gj = φj for 1  j < n, gn = φn + σyn+1 with σ = 1 or 0. So, g ∈MA
since A⊂MA. Now one can apply the induction hypothesis, all assumptions (a), (b) are
fulfilled, one gets z ∈A and so y ∈A. ✷
Remarks 5.2.
(i) The case J = R is partly covered by [10, Theorem 4.1], for arbitrary σ(S). See Re-
mark 5.7(i).
(ii) The cases (a) or (b) empty (σ (S)⊂ iR or {Reλ > 0}) are admissible.
(iii) All assumption on A and U in (b) are fulfilled if both contain the constants, satisfy
(Γ ), that is A= T A and U = T U , and A is positive invariant, with (∆1) and (P ′U).
(iv) (LU) for A always implies (P ′U ).
(v) If S has real elements and σ(S)⊂R, Theorem 5.1 holds for real X, A, U , φ, y .
Corollary 5.3. If y is a solution of (5.1) on J with φ ∈MA, y ∈MkL∞ for some k ∈N0,
then y ∈A provided c0 ⊂ X, σ(S) ⊂ {Reλ  0}, and A = A(J,X) is one of QPΩ with
σ(S) ∩ iR⊂ iΩ , AP, UAA, LAPub , r(ψ,J,X) with ψ recurrent; also if A= Cub or Cu,
then for any X.
This extends results of [10, Theorem 4.1] to the half-line, where the above A are not
λ-classes as needed in [10]. Since SpAP⊂MAP, φ ∈ SpAP is possible, yielding y ∈ AP.
See also the results 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 5.15, and 5.18(a).
Corollary 5.3 becomes false for AAP, EAP, T Eub, Eub, T E , E by Remark 4.8, though
these are λ-classes also for J =R.
Proof. These A satisfy (Vλ), (a) by Examples 4.16, they satisfy (b) by Proposition 4.7,
Corollary 4.11, and [11, Proposition 4.1(ii)]. ✷
Corollary 5.4. Corollary 5.3 remains true if L∞ is replaced by Cuwc and c0 ⊂X deleted.
Proof. Propositions 4.7 and 4.9(i). ✷
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then y ∈A provided σ(S) ⊂ Re{λ  0} and A = A(J,X) = Cu or A is linear, positive-
invariant, uniformly closed, contains the constants,⊂ S1b , satisfies (∆), (Γ ) and⊂ EG<Reλ
if λ ∈ σ(S) with Reλ > 0.
Proof. Corollary 4.2, Proposition 4.9(ii) since here (∆) impliesA⊂MA, Examples 4.16
respectively Proposition 4.15, and [11, Propositions 4.9 and 4.1(ii)] for γωU ⊂ U in (b),
U =MkT E , E ⊂MCb by [11, (3.15)]. If σ(S) ⊂ {Reλ > 0} even y ∈ some MkE suf-
fices. ✷
Corollary 5.5 can be applied to all Examples 4.3 except Pτ , T E , Eub, E , E0, C0, Cu;
QPΩ is possible if σ(S) ∩ iR⊂ iΩ . See also Corollary 5.16 below.
Corollary 5.6. Theorem 5.1 and Corollaries 5.3–5.5 remain true if there, with fixed q ∈N0,
φ ∈MA, y ∈ U and the result y ∈A are replaced by φ ∈Mq+1A, y ∈MqU and y ∈
MqA, respectively.
Remarks 5.7.
(i) Theorem 5.1 and Corollaries 5.3–5.6 hold for J= R without σ(S)⊂ {Reλ 0}; for
Reλ < 0 one can use (see [25, p. 88])
Vλφ(t) := lim
T→∞
t∫
−T
φ(s)eλ(t−s) ds,
with corresponding (a) (see [17, p. 12]).
(ii) Corollaries 5.3–5.6 hold for A= Pτ , provided additionally σ(S) ∩ iR⊂ (2πi/τ)N0,
MPτ = {φ ∈L1loc(J,X): φ has period τ a.e.}; c0 ⊂X is then superfluous.
(iii) Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.6 hold also if y ∈ U (in (b)) respectively y ∈MqU
is replaced by y in some MkU , k ∈ N0, provided A satisfies the assumptions of
Proposition 4.9.
Proposition 5.8. For any X, J, q ∈ N0, if y ∈MqT E is solution of (5.1) on J, then φ ∈
Mq+1T E ; if additionally σ(S) ⊂ {Reλ  0} and, if σ(S) ⊂ iR, φ ∈Mq+1EG<r with
r :=min{Reλ > 0: λ ∈ σ(S)}, then σB(y)⊂ σB(φ)∪{ω ∈R: iω ∈ σ(S)}, where σB(g) :=⋃n
j=1 σB(gj ).
Proof. Lemma 2.6 gives φ ∈Mq+1T E ; so with Definition 2.5, σB(y) and σB(φ) are
defined. By considering Mhy with h ∈ (R+)q , with (2.3) one can assume q = 0. If n= 1
and Reλ > 0, Vλφ ∈ T E ∩EG<Reλ by Proposition 4.19, so in y =−Vλφ+ eλ tu the u has
to vanish; then σB(y)= σB(Vλφ)= σB(φ), since with (4.9) and (4.7)
cω(Vλφ)=m
(
Vλ−iω(γ−ωφ)
)= cω(φ)
λ− iω , ω ∈R. (5.2)
If λ= iω, y = γωP(γ−ωφ)+γωu gives σB(y)⊂ σB(φ)∪{ω}, with σB(γρ g)= σB(g)+ρ
and Lemma 2.6.
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σB(T g) for nonsingular linear T . ✷
Remarks 5.9.
(i) σB(y)⊂ σB(φ) is already false for y = sin2 t , y ′ = sin 2t : 0 ∈ σB(y), 0 /∈ σB(sin 2t).
(ii) Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.8 one can always find a solution z = y +∑
iω∈σ(S) γωaω of (5.1) on J with aω ∈X such that σB(z)⊂ σB(φ).
The above can be extended to systems of linear differential equations of arbitrary order
Ly :=
m∑
j=0
Sj y
(j) = φ, (5.3)
with m ∈ N, Sj constant complex n × n matrices with Sn = n-dimensional unit matrix
En = (δj,k), y and φ column vectors J→Xn as in (5.1), and
– y solution of (5.3) on J meaning yj ∈W 1,mloc (J,X) and y satisfying (5.3) a.e. in J.
– Spectrum σ(L) := {λ ∈C: det(∑mj=0 Sjλj )= 0}.
Theorem 5.10. Let y be a solution of (5.3) on J = R, σ(L) ⊂ {Reλ  0}, A linear,
⊂ L1loc(J,X) with A ⊂MA, φ ∈MA. Then y ∈ A, provided for λ ∈ σ(L) the condi-
tions (a), (b) hold, with y(j) ∈ U for 0 j m− 1 in (b).
Proof. (5.3) can be reduced in the usual way to (5.1) for z (see [25, p. 81]),
z= column vector (y, y ′, . . . , y(m−1)), (5.4)
with suitable matrix SL in (5.1). Theorem 5.1 applies since
σ(L)= σ(SL). ✷ (5.5)
From Theorem 5.10 one can get analogues to Corollaries 5.3–5.8, we formulate only
Corollary 5.11. Corollary 5.3 remains true if there (5.1) is replaced by (5.3).
Proof. To be able to apply Corollary 5.3 to (5.1) with z of (5.4) because of (5.5) one
only has to show y(j) ∈MqL∞ for 0 < j < m with suitable q . Now if q = max{k,1},
h ∈ (R+)q , v :=Mhy , and g =Mhf ∈ Cb(J,X), one can show v ∈W 1,m and v solution
of (5.3). The Esclangon–Landau result of [30, Corollary 3.3, case p =∞, w = 1] (see
also [9, Corollary 2.7], [25, p. 82], [33, pp. 95–96]) gives v(j) = Mhy(j) ∈ L∞(J,X),
0 < j m, so y(j) ∈MqL∞ as desired. ✷
Proposition 5.12. Proposition 5.8 holds also for solutions of systems (5.3), with σ(S)
replaced by σ(L), andMq+1 replaced byMq+m.
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For n= 1, one differential equation of order m, one can say more:
If P(λ) =∑mj=0 ajλj is a complex polynomial with aj ∈ C, an = 1, then P(D)g :=∑m
j=0 ajg(j) for g ∈W 1,mloc ; with σ(P ) := {λ ∈ C: P(λ)= 0}, for λ ∈ C define ρ(λ) := 0
if λ /∈ σ(P ); else ρ(λ) := multiplicity of λ, m; ρ+P :=
∑
Reλ>0 ρ(λ).
The asymptotic smoothing power of linear differential equations is shown by
Theorem 5.13. If y is a solution of P(D)y = φ on J, q ∈ N0, m = degree of P , φ ∈
Mq+mA, then y(j) ∈Mq+jA if 0  j  m under the following assumptions: σ(P ) ⊂
{Reλ  0}, y ∈MqU if ρ+P < m, there is s ∈ N0 with y ∈MsEG<r and A ⊂ EG<r if
ρ+P > 0 with r := min{Reλ: λ ∈ σ(P ), Reλ > 0}; A, MA, and U are linear, positive-
invariant, ⊂ L1loc(J,X) with (Γ ), A⊂MA, A has (Vλ) if λ ∈ σ(P ) with Reλ > 0, (P ′U )
holds for A, and A∩U contains the constants if ρ+P <m.
Proof. As for Corollary 5.6 by considering Mhy , Mhf with h ∈ (R+)q one can assume
q = 0; here one uses y ∈W 1,mloc implies Mhy ∈W 1,m+1loc with (Mhy)(j) =Mh(y(j)) if 0
j m.
With [11, Lemma 2.2(b)] only the case j = 0 has to be considered.
If m= 1, y ∈A follows from Theorem 5.1 by the assumptions in Theorem 5.13.
m⇒m+ 1: If P(λ0)= 0, P(λ)=Q(λ)(λ− λ0) with polynomial Q of degree m; this
implies P(D)y = Q(D)((D − λ0)y). So z := y ′ − λ0y ∈ W 1,mloc satisfies Q(D)z = φ ∈
M1+mA; if ρ+Q < m, then ρ+P < m + 1, so z ∈MU by [11, Lemma 2.2(b)], similarly
z ∈Ms+1EG<rQ if ρ+Q > 0 since rQ  rP , all the other assumptions of Theorem 5.13 for
m and q = 1 are fulfilled. With the above remarks the induction hypothesis holds for q = 1,
so z ∈MA.
Now to y ′−λ0y = z one can apply the casem= 1, again the assumptions needed follow
from the ones of Theorem 5.13, one gets y ∈A. ✷
Remark 5.14. If σ(P ) ∩ iR ⊂ {0}, (Γ ) for A, U and A ⊂MA are not needed in the
(proof of ) Theorem 5.13.
Corollary 5.15. If J, X, A are as in Corollary 5.3 and y is a solution of P(D)y = φ on J
with φ ∈Mq+mA, y ∈MkL∞ with m= degree of P and q, k ∈ N0, σ(P )⊂ {Reλ 0},
then y(j) ∈Mq+jA if 0 j m.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.13, U =MkL∞, with Examples 4.16, Corollary 4.11
respectively Proposition 5.9(i), since always (LU) implies (P ′U ). ✷
Corollary 5.16. If y is a solution of P(D)y = φ on J with φ ∈Mq+mA, y ∈MsT E with
m = degree of P and q, s ∈ N0, then y(j) ∈Mq+jA for 0  j  m, provided σ(P ) ⊂
{Reλ  0}, A is as in Examples 4.3 except: Pτ , QPΩ , SpAP, Eub , T E , E0, Eb, E , C0;
also admissible are A = T E ∩ EG<r or EG<r , with any r ∈ (0,∞) if σ(P ) ⊂ iR, else
r :=min{Reλ: λ ∈ σ(P ) with Reλ > 0}.
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Corollary 4.21; (LT E ) holds by Examples 4.3 respectively Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.18,
with Proposition 4.9 one gets (LMsT E ) for all these A, so Theorem 5.13 is applicable
with U =MsT E which satisfies (Γ ) by [11, Propositions 4.9, 4.1(ii)]; y ∈Ms+1EG<r
follows from T E ⊂ E ⊂MCb of [11, (3.15)]. ✷
If σ(P )⊂ {0}∪{Reλ > 0}, y ∈MsE suffices in Corollary 5.16 (instead of y ∈MsT E),
then also A= E ∩ EG<r is admissible.
For y(n) = φ one can get better results:
Proposition 5.17. If m ∈N, φ ∈MmA, and Pmφ ∈ U , then Pmφ ∈A, provided A,U ⊂
L1loc(J,X), A has (LU ), R+A⊂A and U ⊂∆U (Definition 3.1).
Proof. This could be deduced from Theorem 5.13, but a direct proof needs less assump-
tions: If h ∈ (R+)m, then ∆hPmφ =∏mj=1 hjMhφ, ∈A, implying Pmφ ∈ ∆mA; Corol-
lary 3.11 gives Pmφ ∈A. ✷
If now U , A with (LU) as in Proposition 5.17 additionally satisfy (i) or (ii) of Propo-
sition 4.9, the “Pmφ ∈ U ,” can be weakened to there is “s ∈ N0 with Pmφ ∈MsU ,”
since also MsU ⊂∆MsU if U ⊂∆U . If only φ ∈MkA=Mm(Mk−mA) with k m,
then Pmφ ∈Mk−mA, by the above, since Mk−mA satisfies (LMk−mU ) by [11, Proposi-
tion 3.25] provided Pmf ∈MsMk−mU , or ∈MsU if U ⊂MU .
Since Pg ∈ V implies g ∈MV for linear positive-invariant V by [11, Lemma 2.2(b)],
one gets Pjφ ∈ Mk−jA, 0 < j  m  k. If φ ∈ MkA with 0  k < m, Pkφ ∈
Mk−mMsU , so Pjφ ∈Mk−jA if 0  j  k. If k < j  m, φ ∈MjA if A ⊂MA,
then Pjφ ∈A. This gives
Theorem 5.18. If k, s ∈N0, m ∈N, J, and X are arbitrary, then
φ ∈MkA, Pmφ ∈MsU imply Pjφ ∈Mmax{0,k−j}A, 0 j m, (5.6)
provided U , A with (LU) are as in Proposition 5.17, they satisfy (i) or (ii) of Proposi-
tion 4.9, A⊂MA, U is linear, positive-invariant, ⊂MU .
Special cases:
(a) (5.6) holds for U = L∞ respectively Cuwc , A and X as in Corollary 5.3 respec-
tively 5.4.
(b) A= Cub, U = L∞ (this is case (a)); k = 1 gives with L∞ ⊂MCub for any J, X:
If φ ∈L∞ and Pmφ ∈ someMsL∞, then Pjφ ∈ Cub for 0 < j m. (5.7)
(c) U = E : (5.6) holds if A is linear, uniformly closed, with (∆), ⊂MA, and contains
the constants (Corollary 4.2, Proposition 4.9, [11, Example 3.19, (3.14)]).
A= Cub yields: φ ∈ L∞ and Pφ ∈ someMsE implies Pφ bounded.
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(a) if A= AP, m= 1, k = 0, s = 0, J=R. See also Corollaries 5.3, 5.15.
Levitan’s result [32] and Basit [6, Theorem 3.1.1] follow from (c), m= 1, k = 0, s = 0,
J=R, no boundedness of Pmφ is needed.
For U =A and k = 0 Theorem 5.18 yields
Corollary 5.19. If y ∈ W 1,mloc (J,X), y ∈MsA with some s ∈ N0 and y(m) ∈ A, then
y(j) ∈ A for 0  j  m, provided A is linear positive-invariant ⊂MA and A satisfies
(∆1), m ∈N.
Special cases are: A linear positive-invariant uniformly closed ⊂ Cub [11, Proposi-
tion 3.11], with [11, Examples 3.14–3.19] also all the A of Examples 4.3 are admissible
in Corollary 5.19; A = L∞ is an Esclangon–Landau type result (see, for example, [30,
Corollary 2.6] for references).
Finally, we apply the above to the case Reλ > 0 for all eigenvalues λ:
Theorem 5.20. If σ(P )⊂ {Reλ > 0}, m= degree of P , q ∈N0, φ ∈Mm+qA, then there
exists at most one solution y ∈⋃∞j=0MjEG<r of P(D)y = φ on J, for any such y one
has y(j) ∈Mq+jA for 0  j m. If q = 0 or q = 1, such a y exists. This holds for any
A of Examples 4.3 except SpAP, T E , E0, E , it holds also for A = T E ∩ V , E ∩ V , V ,
with V = EGr0 or EG<r , 0 r0 < r :=minλ∈σ(P ) Reλ. Similar results hold for (5.1) with
m= 1.
Proof. Uniqueness: With z ∈MsEG<r also Mhz, ∈ EG<r , satisfies P(D)u= 0, Mhz= 0
implies z= 0.
Existence, q = 0, m= 1: If φ ∈MEG<r , v =−VλMhφ satisfies also u′ − λu=Mhφ
by Corollary 4.21 and the proof of Theorem 5.1 and v ∈ EG<r .
For q = 1, one uses φ = f1 + (f2)′ with f1, f2 ∈MEG if φ ∈M2EG, the solution be-
ing of the form Iλφ−aeλ t with a ∈X and the special solution Iλφ(t) :=
∫ t
c φ(s)e
λ(t−s) ds,
c fixed ∈ J; in Mh(Iλφ)+Vλ(Mhφ)= aMh(e(λt)) one can show by direct calculations that
the a is independent of h.
m⇒ m + 1: As in the induction proof of Theorem 5.13 one gets a solution y of the
general P(D)y = φ ∈Mm+1EG<r with y ∈ EG<r ; all the A’s admitted are in EG<r .
y(j) ∈Mq+jA: As earlier we can assume j = 0. In the proof of Theorem 5.13 now
no (P ′U ) or (Γ ) are needed, A need not contain the constants; with Examples 4.16,
Proposition 4.19, and Corollary 4.21; this proof works for all the A’s described in Propo-
sition 5.19. ✷
So in this situation our earlier results can be extended considerably analogous to Theo-
rem 5.18:
For almost all A, if φ ∈MmA and y does not grow too fast, y ∈A.
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(i) If J = R, instead of σ(P ) ⊂ {Reλ > 0} the assumption σ(P ) ∩ iR = ∅ suffices in
Theorem 5.20 (see Remark 5.7(i)).
(ii) Theorem 5.20 becomes false if only σ(P )⊂ {Reλ 0}: y ′ = 1 or y ′ − iy = eit have
no bounded solution on [0,∞), y ∈ EG<ε does not imply y ∈A= AP.
(iii) The existence of a solution in A in Theorem 5.20 becomes also false if one has only
the Favard condition: dist(σ (P ), iσB(φ)) > 0, already for A= AAP (for A= AP see
[25, Theorem 5.11, p. 91]).
(iv) Analogues for distributions are possible, see [11, Corollary 3.26].
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